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Meditative Practices



  

What to Expect

Thinking
Something to think about

Doing
Something to practice

Reflecting
 Something to reflect on



  

Let's just name what you don't 
have to imagine for yourself !

You don't have to become a 
spiritual guru to have 
meditative practices

You don't have to do things 
that your being is not 

supposed to do!



  

Everyone is different, 
live into your difference!

All of  us have different 
learning and personality 

styles

We will explore three 
meditative practices that 
speak to three learning 

styles  



  

Three Meditative 
Spiritual Practices

Silence
Centering Prayer

Words
Discursive Meditation

Place
Located Meditation



  

Silence Centering Prayer
Over time we can find it difficult 

simply to be still

When we do get still our minds can 
be filled with tasks, worries, images

Centering prayer encourages us to 
choose a sacred word or symbol 

and focus on that

As thoughts rise we let them fall 
again and begin to carve out a deep 

well wherein God fills us 



  

Words  Discursive Meditation

Some people are not  made to sit 
still and some people are more 

verbal than silent

Discursive meditation is a practice 
of  looking at scripture, a theological 

saying, or perhaps poetry, and 
examining it over and over

Then, when all the words have been 
expended, simply rest in God



  

Place  Located Meditation
We can become staid in our 

meditative practices because of  
repeated practice in the same 

place such as church

By being intentional about the 
place where our meditation 

occurs we can transform our 
experience of  it

Located Meditation aims to 
focus our meditation on external 

place and internal state



  

Practice
Choose what fits you best

Silence
Centering Prayer

Words
Discursive Meditation

Place
Located Meditation



  

Reflect
What has this practice gifted you this morning?

What might it gift you in the future?



  

Next Week

Ministry Practice
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